1...DISTURBANCE MC CAFFREY CENTER 041110
Staff requested officer assistance with subjects being unruly. Officers responded and reported subjects complying.

2...DISTURBANCE RAYMOND GREAT HALL 041110
Officer responded to a report of subjects being loud in the area. Officers made contact and interviewed nine subjects.

3...NOISE COMPLAINT PACIFIC HOUSE 041110
Officers responded to a report of subjects being loud playing basketball in the area at 2:56 AM. Officer made contact and subjects advised accordingly.

4...TRAFFIC ACCIDENT DAVE BRUBECK 041110
Officers responded to a report of a non-injury vehicle accident. Both parties exchanged information.

5...CASUALTY PACIFIC AVE 041210
Staff reported a female flagged him down to report stomach pain. Officers responded and transported the female, who refused medical, to an off campus location.

6...SUSPICIOUS PERSON PACIFIC ATHLETIC CENTER 041210
Staff reported a suspicious male subject possibly stealing a bicycle in the area. Officers located the subject who was interviewed and revoked from campus. UPDATE: Subject was back on campus and arrested for trespassing at 4:33 AM near Baxter mall.

7...SUSPICIOUS PERSON PACIFIC HOUSE 041210
Officers responded to a report of two subjects going through the dumpster. Subjects were contacted and warned.

8...CASUALTY HAND HALL 041410
Officers and medics responded to a report of a male subject with chest pain. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.
Officer requested assistance with a male subject who was being confrontational. Officer initiated a University Citation for Judicial Review.

Victim reported the keys to her vehicle were stolen. Officer responded and initiated a report.

Officer viewed a solo vehicle accident. Medics and SPD responded. Medics transported the driver, who was DUI, to a local hospital and SPD initiated a report.

Officer requested medics for a male subject involved in a fight. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

Victims reported their wallets were stolen from their rooms. No force was used to enter the rooms. Officer initiated a report.

Officers and medics responded to a report of a male subject with a head injury while playing a sport. Subject was transported to a local hospital via ambulance.

Officer responded to a report of the smell of marijuana. Officers responded and initiated a report for judicial review.

Officers responded earlier in evening for a suspicious male. Subject was interviewed and revoked from campus.

Officer conducted a vehicle stop and learned of an outstanding felony warrant. Driver was arrested at and transported to the county jail.

Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was arrested for trespassing cited and released.
20...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  KNOLES HALL  041610

Officer responded to a report of a suspicious male. Subject was recently revoked and arrested for trespassing. Subject was cited and released.

21...CASUALTY  JOHN BALLANTYNE  041610

Officer responded to a report of an ill female. Officer initiated a report.

22...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  LOT 22  041610

Officers responded to a report of 5-10 males causing a disturbance in the area. Officers made contact. Subjects were interviewed.

23...NOISE COMPLAINT  TOWNHOUSE  041610

Officers responded to a noise complaint. Officer made contact and advised accordingly.

24...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  LOT 2  041710

Officers responded to a report of a female running and screaming from a vehicle. Officers located the vehicle and advised boyfriend/girlfriend arguing.

25...ALCOHOL ARREST  MANCHESTER AVE  041710

Officers responded to a report of a loud argument. Officers located a subject lying in the roadway. Subject was arrested at 3:00 AM for public intoxication and transported to the county jail.

26...VANDALISM  SOUTHWEST HALL  041710

Officer initiated a report of vandalism to the northwest door.

27...FORCIBLE SEXUAL ASSAULT  OFF CAMPUS  041710

A female victim reported being a victim of a sexual assault off campus. Officer made contact and SPD responded to assist.